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The Resident Scholar Program: Creating STEM Opportunities for Today’s Youth…Preparing Tomorrow’s Industry Leaders

Abstract
The Resident Scholar Program (sponsored by The Procter & Gamble Company) is a unique interactive job shadowing
experience for Greater Cincinnati Area high school students interested in careers leveraging STEM (Science Technology
Engineering Mathematics) degrees. The Program participants are exposed to the exciting world of Research & Development
enabling them to envision the possibilities for a rewarding career in the STEM disciplines. Starting as a grass root effort, the
th
program expanded its effort to Duracell (Bethel, CT) in 2012. According to a survey conducted for the 10 anniversary, 80% of
the program alumni have went on to pursue careers in STEM, with 70% of those students credit their decision to their
th
experience in the Resident Scholar Program. Now it its 11 year, the program will have welcomed over 300 students combined
(Cincinnati, OH and Bethel, CT) from diverse backgrounds, resulting in 2 full-time P&G hires and 8 summer intern/camp
participants that are known of today.
This document provides an overview of the impact and lessons learned from the development of the Resident Scholar Program
at Procter & Gamble Company. It is my desire that it will (a) inspire others to make a difference and (b) serve as a program
model to aid in filling the STEM pipeline with talented minority candidates.

Lessons Learned

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ensure that the program objectives are aligned to the overall vision of the organization it serves.
Design an experience that engages the students.
Recruit broad to get your target group.
Build a team that reflects the diversity that you’re targeting.
Build a strategy (and infrastructure) that enables success.
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The Resident Scholar Program: Creating STEM Opportunities for Today’s Youth…Preparing Tomorrow’s
Industry Leaders

Introduction
Are minorities missing from STEM (Science Technology Engineering Math)? According to recent statistics, African Americans
have lost ground in engineering degrees. While they comprise 14.2 percent of the college-aged population, African Americans
are only awarded 4.3 percent of bachelor's degrees or higher. By 2022, nine in ten new engineering jobs will require at least a
bachelor's degree (Change the Equation analysis of U.S. Department of Education data, 2014; Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013).
Although these facts are alarming, they are not surprising. The erosion of minority youth aspiring to be scientists, computer
whizzes, and innovators has plagued our communities for some time. How do we close the gap and build a minority STEM
pipeline?
Inspiring STEM in the next generation is a shared responsibility across academia, industry and government as evident by recent
efforts across the country. Reports show the U.S. ranked behind 26 other countries in the share of college students who get
undergraduate degrees in science and engineering (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Education at a
Glance 2009: OECD Indicators, Table A-3.5). On a local level, minorities in Ohio earned disproportionally less
degrees/certificates in STEM fields despite being almost 16% of the population combined. Addressing this issue is at the
forefront in government policy forcing all parties with vested interest to take notice. Since President Obama’s call to action in
2009 to strengthen the U.S.’s role in scientific discovery and innovation, there has been an upsurge of programming efforts to
address this issue.
Percentage of degrees/certificates conferred in STEM fields in Ohio

2001
Percentage of awards conferred

Percentage of awards conferred

Percentage of college-age population

Percentage of college-age population

31.9%

Female

Black

Hispanic

2012

50%
6%

Black

12.2%
1.3%
2.7%

29.7%

Female

Hispanic

49%
7%
14.8%
2.1%
4.1%

(Data courtesy of Vital Signs – Ohio, Change the Equation)

Programs such as The Resident Scholar Program, sponsored by The Procter & Gamble Company (P&G), have demonstrated
that it has a role to play by enabling students to envision the possibilities for a rewarding career in the STEM disciplines. The
program started as a grass root effort in 2004 out of personal passion as an opportunity to expose exceptional minority high
school students in Cincinnati, OH to careers leveraging STEM degrees.
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Early Development: A Grassroots Effort
“Find your passion!” These are the words spoken by the keynote speaker as she referenced her
career at P&G. Those 3 words rang in my ears like Christmas bells. I was a new hire at P&G at
the time and remember thinking what an awesome feeling that must be to get paid for
something you would do for free. At that time I couldn’t figure out how to link the things I loved
– my day job and my community work. What I later found out is that sometimes your passion
finds you. It is my passion to play a part in developing young talent by sharing the professional
and personal experiences that have shaped me. It is a privilege to have the opportunity to do it
within P&G.
In 2003, I was presented an opportunity to have a talented female high school student shadow
me as part of a pilot program called the Resident Scholar Program (RSP) being led by the Beauty
Care Human Resource Team. As part of the pilot, I developed the week’s objectives and lab
experiences for the student. It was an invaluable experience. Being able to actively show
another budding female scientist what it’s like to have a career in science tapped into a hidden

P&G Resident Scholar Program Class of 2004

Melrose YMCA Black Achievers Staff and Haile
Mehansho, retired P&G Research Fellow (back
right) that helped facilitate the partnership

passion that left me truly inspired to make a difference. When the program did not become an
initiative, it was my opportunity! Keeping the same name and objectives I developed for the
pilot, I pitched the idea of combining the efforts of the Cincinnati-Melrose YMCA Black Achiever’s
Program (to provide a vehicle to increase accessibility for young Black men and women to
business and industry) with the RSP experience (onsite job shadowing with professionals). With
much excitement I gained the support from both the YMCA Black Achievers Program (Melrose
YMCA Cincinnati, OH) and my managers). In 2004 we welcomed our first class! It was just 2
students that year.

L to R: Andrea Bowens-Jones, Gerald Cantey
(Associate Director, R&D P&G) and Melissa
Monich (Vice President, R&D P&G).

Lesson 1. Ensure that the program objectives are aligned to the overall vision of the organization it serves.
Unlike other programs at that time, RSP didn’t offer an immediate return on investment for the company. It was critical that
the key stakeholders were aligned to the vision and objectives of the program. The initial proposal cited examples where
similar community outreach programs were successful in being both good for the company and community. Traditionally,
these types of programs aren’t housed within R&D, but I believed it would be more impactful for the program design and
specifics to be led by scientists and engineers. Who better to teach our youth about becoming scientists and engineers than
working professionals? Our program objective to expose minority high school students to the sciences in a corporate setting
laddered nicely to the company’s commitment to the recruitment and retention of its minority employees. Beauty Care, our
initial program sponsor, had been in the forefront of these efforts, so leadership was
aligned from the start. By supporting such programs as the YMCA Black Achievers not
only were we fostering the spirit of community support, but we were initiating the
interest of area African Americans in P&G early in their career. To further facilitate in
sharing the vision broadly we submitted an article to The Cincinnati Enquirer (“Students
Learn about P&G Work,” Aug 7, 2004) to share details of the experience. The external
publicity aided in validating our effort internally as we continued to expand
participation and gain support.
Lesson 2. Design an experience that engages the students.
The Resident Scholar Program (RSP) is a unique job shadowing experience for minority
high school students interested in pursuing careers in the STEM fields. Participants are
exposed to the exciting world of R&D in a corporate setting. The 360° RSP Experience
program model, depicted on the right shows that by engaging students early in their career (high school) one can build a
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lasting relationship through various touch points that inspires them to pursue a career in STEM and seek employment at the
sponsoring company.
The students attend a 1-week job shadowing experience, which gives them real-life application of
STEM in a corporate setting. Through hands-on activities, participants leave with a better
understanding of (1) applying a science/engineering background to research, (2) working
cooperatively in a team, and (3) building a consumer product (P&G’s business). The program
participants visit several of the P&G Cincinnati Technical Centers as well as the Global Headquarters
in downtown Cincinnati. Program participants have opportunities to interact with scientists and
engineers from across the company, and are exposed to technology development, formulation,
process, and products research across Beauty, Family, Baby, Oral, and Home Care business.
During the week, participants are assigned mentors. These mentors act as career guides, offering
their experiences as teaching tools for the young scholars. This further enriches their experience by
providing an additional resource to ask the tough questions about a career in STEM, college life,
etc. For many of the minority students this provides the only opportunity to connect with someone
in their field of choice that is similar to them (ethnicity, gender, career choice, college, etc.). For
additional information and student testimonials please view the P&G Resident Scholar Program
Video. (The video can also be downloaded from YouTube).
RSP has consistently received high ratings from its participants and has been successful in inspiring students to pursue STEM
careers for the past 11 years. “This program convinced me to pursue
engineering, because I was able to see the career opportunities,” –
feedback from a RSP Participant. “It gave me real-life work
experience, and I got to see people doing what I want to do which
showed me that I can do it too,” as noted by a 2015 participant. In
recognition of the effort, RSP has been acknowledged by 3 P&G
awards and was featured on the CTO’s Blog in 2010. Also in 2010,
RSP was selected to be listed as one of P&G’s STEM Initiative
Programs featured on the Change the Equation website (CEO-led
initiative focused on mobilizing the business community to STEM
learning in the United States).

The program model is scalable as evidenced by our expansion to Duracell
(Bethel, CT) in 2012 (inaugural class pictured on right). The Duracell

program offers a 3-day experience. Similar to the Cincinnati-based
program, it infuses hands-on activities and learning opportunities to
engage the students in STEM careers. Now in its 4th year, the
organizing team (led by Marena Brown) has the onsite leadership
support to be a sustainable program impacting the talent pipeline for
years to come. RSP was also piloted in the P&G Cosmetics business (Hunt
Valley, MD) in 2013.
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Lesson 3. Recruit broad to get your target group.
RSP exists to give an opportunity to those that are not traditionally exposed
to such experiences – the underrepresented. However, identifying and
reaching this target is challenging. Our recruiting efforts expanded quickly to
the broader Cincinnati area, while still maintaining
relationships with area YMCA’s.
Students are
recruited from local high schools during their
sophomore or junior year. The selection process
includes an application, essay, letter of
recommendation, and list of activities/honors.
Program application announcements are distributed
to several Cincinnati area high schools, YMCA’s, and youth-focused programs. Students are instructed
to apply online at www.pg.com/careers. The final program participants are selected based on their
scholastic achievements, leadership, aptitude for success, and interest in pursuing a career in the
STEM disciplines.
Approximately 25-30 candidates are selected to participate each year. This is our target range of students based on our
current program design. The demand is considerably higher with nearly 100 applicants yearly. To further expand the effort,
the program model is currently being considered for expansion outside of P&G across other companies.

Lesson 4. Build a team that reflects the diversity that you’re targeting.
Over the years RSP has grown internally and externally in terms of scope and number of participants. The structure consists of
a core team to handle the recruiting/selection, logistics, and programming as described in the table below. With nearly 100
volunteers, the success of RSP is not mine alone but due to the numerous P&G colleagues who share the same passion. They
give their time to consistently deliver an outstanding RSP week acting as career coaches, mentors, and buddies to the young
people that have joined the ranks of being RSP Alumni.
Sub-Team Structure
Recruiting

Description
Application packets are sent to targeted Cincinnati area high school staff members including science teachers,
guidance counselors, principals, etc.

Selection

Application, essay, and letter of recommendation are evaluated based on academic achievements, leadership,
aptitude for success, and interest in pursuing a career in Science, Engineering, or related fields
Relationship with YMCA allows the uses of these locations as a safe pick-up/drop-off locations for program
participants to be transported to the various technical centers

Logistics
Program Design

RSP Week (held in June) is five consecutive days jammed pack with hands-on lab training and professional
development experiences designed by onsite teams

Training

RSP includes training sessions designed to prepare program participants to be young professionals topics have
included: P.I.E. Model, Networking, Resume/Interviewing Skills

Mentoring

One-on-one interaction between the program participants and P&G technologists aids in building informal
mentoring relationships in which the participants receive career/life coaching

Alumni Connections

Participants are tracked through completion of high school and college years. Reconnect opportunities are
offered high school completion (e.g. College Readiness)
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We have been intentional about the diversity on our organizing
team with male/female representation from the African American,
Hispanic/Latino, and Asian Pacific American affinity groups. I
believe this has led to the success of our effort, each one of us
having a passion to empower the next generation of minority
STEM career professionals. As noted in the chart, this diversity is
reflected in our program participants with 60% African American,
26% Asian Pacific American, 8% Hispanic/Latino, and a little over
half female over the last decade. This is also appreciated by our
students as a previous Scholar commented, “I loved the mix of
students from all over the city with similar interest as me.”
Participation stretches from high schools all over the Greater
Cincinnati, Southern Dayton and Northern Kentucky areas. The
mix of team activities throughout the week breaks barriers and
bridges relationships among like-minded students of diverse backgrounds. When asked what they liked most about the
program a 2015 scholar said, “Definitely bonding with people who had similar career goals but were all diverse.”

Lesson 5. Build a strategy (and the infrastructure) that enables success.
Success for RSP is fulfilling the mission for which it was created, “Creating Opportunities for Today’s Youth…Preparing
Tomorrow’s Industry Leaders”. The initial part of that statement is about creating an experience that inspires the students to
pursue a career in STEM, and we do so as outlined in the previous sections of this document. The second part of that
statement, Preparing Tomorrow’s Industry Leaders, is where we became clear on the specifics of what we were trying to
deliver. In 2008 (just 4 short years after our
inception), the core team and I developed the
Vision and Strategy for the program that would
enable us to fulfill the mission. The Vision
statement we developed is “Be the leading
program for creating a robust pipeline of
minority intern/co-op students.” The strategy
has 5 components, each with associated
measures as outlined in the table. Although we
can not completely declare victory on all our
success measures, we have several noted
success stories. According to a 2014 survey,
approximately 80% of the program alumni have
chosen to pursue a career in STEM, and 70% of
those students credit RSP for enabling that decision. P&G has welcomed back several program alumni as summer interns and
CIBI apprentices. In 2012, we welcomed back our first full-time hire and 2015 we obtained our second.
To enable long-term success it is critical to build the infrastructure that further enables conversion of the RSP participants into
the summer intern pipeline. This includes strengthening the links with mentors and tracking them through completion of high
school to career options back to P&G. This results in completing the 360° RSP Experience and fulfilling the mission of “Creating
Opportunities for Today’s Youth…Preparing Tomorrow’s Industry Leaders”.
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